FP200 FR Expanding Foam

- Tested to ASTM E-814 (UL1479)
- And BS476 : Part 20
- Expands to fill and seal
- Cost effective
WHAT IS FP200 FR EXPANDING FOAM
Abesco FP200 FR Expanding Foam is a single pack Fire Rated polyurethane expanding foam, and is designed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke from one compartment to another through gaps and voids through fire rated walls or floors.

WHY USE FP200 FR EXPANDING FOAM?
• Tested and assessed by independent authorities in accordance with ASTM E-814 (UL1479) for up to 2 Hours fire resistance and BS 476 part 20 for up to 4 Hours fire resistance.
• Extremely versatile Solution
• CFC Free
• Very easy to install and finish.
• Excellent adhesion to most building substrates
• Unaffected by moisture or humidity when cured
• Cures to provide a strong semi-rigid seal

WHERE DO I USE FP200 FR EXPANDING FOAM?
Abesco FP200 FR Expanding Foam is suitable for use in most buildings where a seal is required for through penetrations in fire rated floors and walls (for Installation details please refer to technical data sheet)

Typical types of buildings FP200 FR Expanding Foam is commonly used are:
Hotels, condominiums, office and commercial buildings, hospitals, industrial buildings etc

WHAT HAPPENS IN A FIRE SITUATION?
Under fire conditions Abesco FP200 FR Expanding Foam provides an effective insulating barrier, thereby maintaining the integrity of the wall or floor and preventing the spread of fire from one compartment to another.

HOW TO SPECIFY FP200 FR EXPANDING FOAM?
For specification and installation details please refer to Technical Data Sheet

OTHER PRODUCTS
Abesco supply a wide range of Firestop products that provide the specifier, engineer, and contractor with cost effective solutions to most passive fire protection problems experienced on today’s construction projects.

• Abesco “SS” & “Z” Series Pipe Collars
• Abesco Series 2 Pipe Wraps
• Abesco CT Series Cable Transits
• Abesco CP310 Intumescent Acrylic Caulk
• Abesco CP500 FR Water Based Silicone Caulk
• Abesco Fire Rated Mortar
• Abesco Fire Rated Coatings
• Abesco Fire Rated Foams
• Abesco Fireclamps®